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Dear Patrick Wruck: 

 

Re:  FortisBC Inc. 2016 Long Term Electric Resource Plan (LTERP) and Long 

Term Demand Side Management Plan (LT DSM Plan) ~ Project No.3698896  

 

1. We make the submissions below on behalf of our clients, the British Columbia Old 

Age Pensioners’ Organization, Disability Alliance BC, Council of Senior Citizens’ 

Organizations of BC, and the Tenant Resource and Advisory Centre, known 

collectively in regulatory processes as “BCOAPO et al.” The constituent groups of 

BCOAPO et al. represent the interests of low and fixed income energy consumers in 

BC and, more specifically in this process, the interests of FortisBC’s (FBC) low and 

fixed income residential ratepayers. 

2. In sum, BCOAPO recommends that the Commission accept the 2016 LTERP, 

including the LTDSM Plan, as being in the public interest pursuant to section 44.1(6) 

of the Utilities Commission Act (UCA). 1 

INTRODUCTION 

3. On November 30, 2016, FortisBC Inc. (“FBC”) submitted its 2016 Long Term Energy 

Resource Plan (LTERP) and Long Term DSM (LTDSM) Plan to the Commission for 

its review.  Subsequently, on September 15, 2017, the Company filed material which 
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corrected errors that existed in the Conservation Potential Review supporting the 

two plans.2  

4. This filing was made in accordance with Section 44.1(2) of the UCA, which requires 

that a public utility must file with the commission, in the form and at the times the 

commission requires, a long-term resource plan including all of the following: 

(a) an estimate of the demand for energy the public utility would expect to serve 

if the public utility does not take new demand-side measures during the 

period addressed by the plan; 

(b) a plan of how the public utility intends to reduce the demand referred to in 

paragraph (a) by taking cost-effective demand-side measures; 

(c) an estimate of the demand for energy that the public utility expects to serve 

after it has taken cost-effective demand-side measures; 

(d) a description of the facilities that the public utility intends to construct or 

extend in order to serve the estimated demand referred to in paragraph (c); 

(e) information regarding the energy purchases from other persons that the 

public utility intends to make in order to serve the estimated demand referred 

to in paragraph (c); 

(f) an explanation of why the demand for energy to be served by the facilities 

referred to in paragraph (d) and the purchases referred to in paragraph (e) 

are not planned to be replaced by demand-side measures; and  

(g) any other information required by the commission. 

5. FBC is requesting that the Commission accept the 2016 LTERP, including the 

LTDSM Plan, as being in the public interest pursuant to section 44.1(6) of the UCA. 3 

REQUIREMENTS FOR ACCEPTANCE 

Legislative 

6. Pursuant to Section 44.1(6) of the UCA, the Commission must determine whether 

carrying out the long-term resource plan is in the public interest.  In doing so, the 

Commission must consider:4 

(a) the applicable of British Columbia's energy objectives; 
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(b) the extent to which the plan is consistent with the applicable requirements 

under sections 6 and 19 of the Clean Energy Act; 

(c) whether the plan shows that the public utility intends to pursue adequate, 

cost-effective demand-side measures; and 

(d) the interests of persons in British Columbia who receive or may receive 

service from the public utility. 

7. British Columbia’s energy objectives are set out in Section 2 of the Clean Energy Act 

(CEA) and summarized in Table 1-3 of FBC’s 2016 LTERP.  While some of the 

energy objectives and requirements set out in the CEA are specific to BC Hydro,5 

the various provisions represent considerations for FBC when developing its LTERP 

and for the Commission when reviewing the 2016 LTERP and determining whether it 

is in the public interest. 

8. The UCA makes reference to “adequate” and “cost-effective” demand-side 

management (DSM) measures.  These requirements are set out in the Demand Side 

Management Regulation (the “DSM Regulation”), wherein an “adequate” plan is 

defined as including:6 

a) a demand-side measure intended specifically to assist residents of low-

income households to reduce their energy consumption;  

b) a demand-side measure intended specifically to improve the energy efficiency 

of rental accommodations;  

c) an education program for students enrolled in schools in the public utility's 

service area; and 

d) an education program for students enrolled in post-secondary institutions in 

the public utility's service area. 

9. The DSM Regulation defines “cost effective” as based on the Total Resource Cost 

Test and, in the case of FBC, representing the Company’s long-run marginal cost of 

acquiring electricity generated from clean or renewable resources in British 

Columbia. 7 
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10. In its Final Argument, FBC notes that the most recent amendments to the DSM 

Regulation became effective in March 2017, well after the 2016 LTERP was 

submitted. It therefore submits that the Commission’s review of the 2016 LTERP 

should be based on the pre-amendment version.8 BCOAPO agrees with FBC’s 

position. 

BCUC Resource Planning Guidelines 

11. The Commission has established the Resource Planning Guidelines, which outline a 

process to assist utilities in developing their resource plans.9 Key elements of the 

process include: 

i. Establishing the objectives of the resource plan; 

ii. Developing a pre –DSM demand forecast; 

iii. Identifying supply and demand resources; 

iv. Developing multiple resource portfolios; 

v. Evaluation and selection of resource portfolios; and 

vi. Development of a four-year action plan and contingency plans. 

FBC’s Resource Planning Objectives 

12. In the 2016 LTERP, FBC set out its planning objectives as: 10 

 Ensure cost-effective, secure and reliable power for customers; 

 Provide cost-effective demand side management; and 

 Ensure consistency with provincial energy objectives. 

13. In response to BCUC 2.1, FBC explained how these objectives align with the BCUC 

Resource Planning Guidelines and the objectives used in its previous (2012) Long 

Term Resource Plan.  FBC has also confirmed that its definition of “cost-effective” 

uses the Total Resource Cost perspective, which is consistent with the UCA 

requirements. 11 
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14. BCOAPO agrees that FBC’s planning objectives are appropriate and reflect the 

broader applicable legislative requirements. 

LONG TERM LOAD FORECAST 

15. Tab 3 of the 2016 LTERP sets out FBC’s (pre-DSM) long term load forecast through 

to 2035, in conformance with the BCUC’s Resource Planning Guidelines and UCA 

section 44.1 (2) (a).  The load forecast is composed of separate forecasts for each of 

the residential, commercial, industrial, wholesale, irrigation and lighting classes.  The 

forecasts are primarily developed using econometric models and key load drivers for 

each sector. However, in some sectors a customer survey is used.12 

Residential  

16. The Residential forecast is based on forecast customer count (which is determined 

as a function of population growth) and the forecast use per customer (UPC). The 

forecast also accounts for future impacts (savings) due to general rate increases, the 

residential conservation rate, the introduction of the customer information portal, and 

AMI.  The first three items all reduce the load forecast, whereas AMI increases the 

load forecast due to theft deterrence.  The following table sets out the various 

components of the forecast13. 
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17. The UPC of 11.8 MWh per customer is based on the average of the (weather) 

normalized values for 2013-2015.14 Assuming the averaged UPC captures the 

historical impact of general rate increases and the residential conservation rate, it is 

not clear why the impacts in 2016 are as high as assumed in the forecast.15 

However, any adjustment would have only a small impact on the overall forecast and 

not be material for planning purposes. 

18. One change in the forecast methodology that appears to be material is the use of 

only five years of data to estimate the econometric equation used to forecast 

customer count.16 In comparison, the Residential load forecast used in the 2012 

LTRP used 20 years of data.  However, FBC has explained that using a model 

based on 5 years of data produced more realistic result than one based on 10 or 20 

years.17 

19. Overall, BCOAPO considers FBC’s Residential load forecast to be reasonable for 

purposes of the 2016 LTERP. 

Commercial 

20. The Commercial load forecast is based on a regression analysis that uses provincial 

GDP as the explanatory variable. It was noted during the interrogatory process that 

the equation used to forecast commercial load changed materially from that used in 

the 2012 LTRP.18 However, FBC states that it has no concerns with its methodology, 

as the new equation shows a very strong statistical significance.19 

21. Overall, BCOPAO considers FBC’s Commercial load forecast to be reasonable for 

purposes of the 2016 LTERP. 

Industrial 

22. The Industrial load forecast is based for the first five years on survey data.  In the 

longer term, the composite GDP growth rates of the industrial sectors are used to 

escalate the total industrial load.20  The industrial load forecast in the 2016 LTERP is 

materially higher than in the 2012 LTRP due to the addition of six new industrial 
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customers and a higher forecast GDP growth.  A comparison of the two forecasts is 

set out below.21 

 

23. FBC notes that its forecast long-term growth rate for industrial load (1.5%) is very 

similar to 1.3% growth rate BC Hydro forecast in its latest integrated resource plan.22 

24. BCOAPO considers FBC’s Industrial load forecast to be reasonable for the purposes 

of the 2016 LTERP. 

Wholesale 

25. The Wholesale forecast load is based for the first five years on surveys of the six 

wholesale customers. After that, the five-year growth rates for the individual 

customers are weighted by size and the results are used to forecast load for the 

balance of the period.23 The overall results are similar to those from the 2012 LTRP 

as can be seen from the following table.24 
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26. During the interrogatory process, FBC was asked about consistent over-forecasting 

by five out of the six wholesale customers.  FBC admitted that it had not tested to 

determine if there was a statistical bias in the forecasts received or examined the 

reasons for the variance.  However, it noted that based on standard statistical tests, 

the prediction accuracy was acceptable.25 

27. Overall, BCOAPO considers FBC’s Wholesale load forecast to be reasonable for the 

purposes of the 2016 LTERP. 

Irrigation and Lighting  

28. FBC forecasts that Irrigation and Lighting loads will remain constant at levels 

equivalent to the average load over the last 5 years.26 In the case of Irrigation, FBC 

has analyzed the class’s historic use data and determined that there is no 
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statistically significant trend.27 In the case of Lighting, the historic load has also been 

relatively flat.28 

29. BCOAPO considers the Irrigation and Lighting load forecasts to be reasonable for 

purposes of the 2016 LTERP. 

Losses 

30. Losses are assumed to be 8% of Gross Load prior to the impact of AMI.29 Taking 

into account the impact of AMI, losses decrease to 7.6% of Gross Load in 2035.30 

31. BCOAPO takes no issue with FBC’s assumed loss factors over the forecast period. 

Conclusion 

32. Overall, FBC load forecast is reasonable for the purposes of Section 44.1(2) (a) of 

the UCA and the 2016 LTERP. 

EXISTING RESOURCES AND LOAD RESOURCE BALANCE 

33. While not explicitly noted in the UCA nor the BCUC’s Resource Planning Guidelines, 

the starting point for determining the resources required to meet the load forecast is 

an understanding of a utility’s existing resources that will be in place for the planning 

horizon.31 

34. Section 5 of the 2016 LTERP provides a description of FBC’s existing resources. 

These consist of the following:32 
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35. For purposes of the 2016 LTERP, which covers a planning horizon to 2035, FBC 

has assumed that: 

 The CPA will be continued indefinitely in its current form;33 

 The PPA with BC Hydro will be renewed when it expires in 2033;34 and 

 The Brilliant Expansion contract will be extended to 2027 and then 

discontinued.35 

36. As FBC has completed an Upgrade and Life Extension Program on the majority of 

its own generation units, it is assumed that those units will be available throughout 

the planning horizon. Further, FBC plans, subject to Commission approval, to 

refurbish its remaining generation units in the 2017 to 2020 timeframe.36 

37. Section 7 of the LTERP identifies the “gap” between existing resources and the load 

forecast. If PPA Tranche 2 energy is excluded, then an imbalance on the energy 

side emerges in 2019.37 However, if PPA Tranche 2 energy is included, the gap 

does not emerge until 2026.38 The reason the 2016 LTERP identifies the distinction 

is that the portfolio analysis undertaken in the 2016 LTERP indicates that there are 

more cost-effective resources than PPA Tranche 2 energy to meet the load 

forecast.39 

38. In BCOAPO’s view, this distinction is important as the objective of the “plan” is to not 

just have sufficient resources in place to meet load requirements, but to do so in a 

cost-effective manner. This means substituting new/alternative resources for existing 

available resources if the substitution leads to improved result when considered in 

terms of the planning objectives.  

39. On the capacity side, gaps between demand and supply emerge starting in 2028 

and grow to roughly 100 MW by the end of the planning horizon40. 

40. Overall, BCOAPO submits that FBC’s 2016 LTERP presents a reasonable outlook 

for the load resource balance over the planning period.  
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LONG TERM DSM PLAN 

41. UCA Section 44.1(b) requires that FBC provide as part of its long term resource plan 

“a plan of how the public utility intends to reduce the demand referred to in 

paragraph (a) by taking cost-effective demand-side measures.” As a first step in 

doing this, it is necessary for FBC to establish “the Company’s long-run marginal 

cost of acquiring electricity generated from clean or renewable resources in British 

Columbia” as this (per the DSM Regulation) is the measure to be used for 

determining cost-effective demand side measures. 

LRMC For Cost-Effective DSM Measures 

42. FBC has established this LRMC by first identifying the various resource options 

available and their various attributes, including cost and whether they are considered 

clean or renewable. The results are summarized in Tables 8-3 and 8-4 of the 2016 

LTERP.  Clean or renewable options include:41 

 BC Hydro PPA Tranche 1 and Tranche 2; 

 Wood-Based Biomass; 

 Biogas; 

 Similkameen Hydro Project; 

 Pumped Hydro Storage; 

 Onshore Wind; 

 Run-of-River Hydro; and 

 Solar 

43. FBC has represented its cost of acquiring electricity generated from clean or 

renewable resources in Portfolio B1, as described in Section 9.3.1 of the 2016 

LTERP.42 Portfolio B1 includes wind, biomass, biogas, and run-of-river resources, as 

well as market purchases out to 2025.  The overall LRMC of the portfolio is 

$100.45/MWh, with contribution of each of the resources being as follows43: 
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44. BCOAPO notes that FBC has calculated the LRMC for this portfolio and the other 

portfolios based on an “average incremental cost approach.” Under this approach, 

the present value of the incremental costs expected to be incurred over the planning 

horizon are divided by the present value of the additional load expected to be served 

within the same period.44 As a result, it expresses the LRMC as the average cost of 

satisfying the incremental load requirements over the planning horizon.  This 

definition is important to understand when using the value to assess various DSM 

scenarios. 

45. An important issue is that Portfolio B1 includes market purchases for the years up to 

2025.   

46. First, while FBC believes that the majority of its market purchases come from clean 

sources, it acknowledges that it is difficult to know the ultimate source of every 

market purchase.45 Based on historical data, FBC assumes that market purchases 

contain 0.19 CO2e ton/MWh.46 

47. Second, the DSM Regulation specifies that the TRC test is to be based on FBC's 

long-run marginal cost of acquiring electricity generated from clean or renewable 

resources in British Columbia.47 If market purchases were excluded from Portfolio 

B1, then the LRMC would rise to $106/MWh48.   

48. For these reasons, BCOAPO submits that the appropriate long run marginal cost for 

determining “cost-effective” DSM measures as $106/MWh, based on the exclusion 

of market purchases from the calculation. 

Preferred DSM Scenario 

49. In order to determine the appropriate amount of DSM to include in the 2016 LTERP, 

FBC designed four different DSM scenarios, each to offset a different proportion of 
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FBC’s load growth.  This approach aligns with the BC Energy Plan and the CEA, 

which express DSM targets as a load growth offset.  The four offset scenarios 

were:49 

i. Low DSM – Offsetting 50% of 2018-2035 load growth, similar to the target 

used in the 2012 LTRP. 

ii. Base DSM – Offsetting 66% of load growth, reflecting the same level of 

target savings as in the Company’s approved 2016 DSM Plan and its 2017 

DSM Plan filing. 

iii. High DSM – Represents the mid-point between the Base and Max scenario 

and offsets 77% of load growth over the period. 

iv. Max DSM –Ramps up DSM to 100% offset, such that over the period, the 

overall DSM offset is 89%. 

50. The measures included in each DSM scenario were drawn from Navigant 

Consulting’s BC Conservation Potential Review (CPR).  Since the reported CPR 

results addressed only technical economic potential, an assumption was made that 

85% of the economic potential was achievable.50 For each scenario, FBC used a 

portfolio of the most cost-effective DSM measures.51 The results are summarized 

below:52 

 

51. In considering the results, it is important to note that the incremental cost represents 

the average cost of additional DSM measures in a DSM scenario relative to the 

preceding DSM scenario (e.g. the $98/MWh represents the average cost of the 

additional DSM measures in the High scenario versus the Base scenario.53) In 

contrast, the average cost represents the average cost of all DSM measures 

included in the scenario. 
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52. For purposes of considering the cost-effectiveness of each scenario,54 FBC 

compared the incremental cost of each scenario to the $100/MWh LRMC for BC 

“clean” resources previously calculated. 

53. FBC was asked why it used the incremental cost in such comparisons and 

responded: 55 

FBC believes presenting the incremental costs of each DSM portfolio clearly 

illustrates the increased cost, i.e. declining economics, of obtaining higher load 

growth offsets. Use of average TRC has the effect of blending lower and higher 

cost resources and thereby obscuring the marginal measures that likely should 

not be pursued. 

54. BCOAPO agrees that the incremental cost provides insight into the costs of the 

additional DSM measures being added to each subsequent scenario.  However, 

comparing the incremental cost of the additional DSM measures in each scenario to 

the average avoided cost of Portfolio B1 is problematic, as the two “cost” definitions 

are fundamentally different.  Indeed, a review of the “clean” resources included in 

Portfolio B1 indicates that the incremental cost of new resources is in excess of 

$125/MWh. This suggests that the incremental resources required in Portfolio B1 

cost more than the incremental DSM resources required for the Max DSM scenario. 

55. In BCOAPO’s view, if FBC wishes to use the average LRMC for Portfolio B1 as the 

basis for comparison, then it should compare the average LRMC for Portfolio B1 to 

the average cost of each DSM scenario (including programing costs).  On this basis, 

the Max DSM scenario would also be cost-effective. 

56. Having said this, BCOAPO agrees with FBC that the Company is not required to 

include all cost–effective DSM in its LTDSM Plan or its LTERP.56 In such 

circumstances, what is required is an explanation of why additional cost-effective 

DSM was not included.57 FBC has included in both the 2016 LTERP58 and its 

LTDSM Plan59 explanations as to why the High DSM scenario is appropriate and 

preferred to the Max DSM scenario.  The reasons60 offered included consideration 

of: 

 Rate/bill impacts 
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 The voluntary nature of DSM participation 

 The non-dispatchable nature of DSM savings 

 The need to transition from the lower levels of current DSM activity (e.g., 

increase customer awareness, build market capacity). 

57. In terms of the “adequacy” of the proposed LTDSM Plan (per UCA, section 44.1(8) 

(c)), the proposed plan includes measures that address the required areas, namely 

rental and low income customers, education (elementary and secondary) and post-

secondary schools.61 

58. Taking these factors into account, BCOAPO agrees with FBC that the High DSM 

scenario is an appropriate basis for its LT DSM Plan and the 2016 LTREP. 

PREFERRED PORTFOLIO (A4) 

59. After allowing for the High DSM scenario, there are slight gaps in the energy balance 

starting in 2024 (assuming no use of the high cost PPA Tranche 2 energy) and there 

are no gaps with respect to the capacity balance (assuming the PPA is renewed in 

2033).62 

60. FBC assessed different portfolios of supply options to meet its load-resource 

balance.  The portfolios were designed to meet both energy and capacity gaps on a 

monthly and annual basis.   They were also designed to produce the lowest cost 

means of satisfying the forecast cast load requirements given a set of constraints.63 

In the case of DSM, the total resource cost was used so as to take into account cost 

impacts to both the utility and the customer.64 The following table outlines the 

various constraints considered in the portfolio analysis.65 
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Self-Sufficiency 

61. FBC has noted that there are risks associated with relying on market access and 

market purchases for supply over the long term.  These risks are associated with:  i) 

uncertainty as to long-term access to the necessary transmission to the US border 

and within the US itself;66 and ii) future prices.67  

62. Due to these risks, FBC does not believe that market supply can be relied on as a 

long-term planning resource and has proposed, for planning purposes, that a self-

sufficiency date of 2025 be used.68 

63. BCOAPO notes that FBC already has existing resources (i.e., PPA Tranche 2 

energy) to meet the energy gap that arises in 2024. As such, additional new 

resources, as called for in the preferred portfolio,69 are not truly needed (i.e., in the 

sense that there will be a shortfall otherwise) in 2025.   

64. Indeed, if PPA Tranche 2 energy is included in FBC’s resources, new resources are 

not truly needed for most, if not all, of the planning period.70 As a result, the decision 

to build new resources during the period should be based on cost and market supply 

risk considerations.   

65. In BCOAPO’s view, one alternative to address the gap that will arise in 2025 (based 

strictly on Tranche 1 energy availability) would be to continue to use market supply 

and rely on PPA Tranche 2 energy simply as insurance.  Admittedly, PPA Tranche 2 
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energy costs more (though the costs will likely decrease).  However, it would only be 

required as insurance in case market supply was inaccessible or too costly. 

66. BCOAPO submits that further analysis as to the risk and expected cost of having to 

rely on Tranche 2 energy as an alternative to market supply is needed to justify a 

self-sufficiency date of 2025. This is particularly important given the recent 

indications that BC Hydro’s LRMC, which is basis for the PPA Tranche 2 rate, is 

likely to be lower than the current $129.70/MWh and more in the range of $85 - 

$100.71 

67. Finally, BCOAPO notes that even if new resources are “targeted” for 2025 per FBC’s 

preferred plan, commitments to design and construct such facilities would not be 

required prior to FBC’s next long term resource plan.72 As a result, the Action Plan 

proposed by the Company does not call for FBC to actively pursue new resources 

over the next four years.73  

68. Given this window, BCOAPO submits that FBC should be directed to critically 

assess the cost and risks of continuing to rely on market purchases in conjunction 

with PPA Tranche 2 energy as an alternative to acquiring new resources as 

preparation for its next long term resource plan. 

Selection of the Preferred Portfolio 

69. One of Province’s energy objectives under the CEA is that at least 93% of the 

electricity generated in BC be from clean or renewable resources.  In consideration 

of this, FBC identified a number of portfolios that met the 93% criterion, including 

one that was 100% “clean.”74 These portfolios, along with one that did not require 

energy self-sufficiency, were selected for further analysis involving a range of 

considerations, including cost, reliability, geographic diversity, job creation and 

environmental impacts.  The assessment is summarized in Table 9.2 of the 2016 

LTERP. 75 

70. The No Self-Sufficiency portfolio (A1) is rejected, in part, because it is not 

considered to be consistent with the CEA objectives, which include self-sufficiency.76 

However, as discussed previously, the portfolio should be considered as meeting the 

self-sufficiency objective if the market purchases can be replaced by PPA Tranche 2 

energy, if and as needed. 
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71. Apart from this issue, BCOAPO has no concerns with FBC’s assessment of the four 

selected portfolios.  When it comes to the choice of Portfolio A4, there is substantial 

judgment involved. Each of the portfolios out ranks the others with respect to at least 

one attribute. Similarly, with the exception of A4, each of the portfolios ranks lowest 

on at least one attribute.  Again, the “good news” is that the point in time at which a 

decision must be made regarding which portfolio (or path) to follow does not need to 

be made prior to the preparation of FBC’s next long term resource plan.77 For this 

reason, the same Action Plan78 would apply regardless of which of the four portfolios 

was chosen. 

72. Given this context, BCOAPO submits it is appropriate for the Commission to accept 

that FBC’s 2016 LTERP, including the accompanying LT DSM Plan, is in the public 

interest. 

TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION 

73. Section 44.1 (2) (d) requires that, as part of its long term resource plan, FBC provide 

description of the facilities it intends to construct or extend in order to serve the 

forecasted demand. 

74. In the 2016 LTERP, FBC identifies two transmission reinforcement projects that are 

within the 20 year planning horizon: i) the Grand Forks Terminal Transformer 

Addition; and ii) the Kelowna Bulk Transformer Capacity Addition.79 In both cases, 

the projects are intended to be the subject of future CPCN applications. 

75. During the interrogatory process, FBC also identified three distribution projects that it 

intends to undertake to address in the next four years in response to load growth:  i) 

Sexsmith Second Distribution Transformer Addition; ii) DG Bell Distribution 

Transformer Addition; and iii) DG Bell Feeder 4 Addition.80  In the case of these 

projects, the specific approvals that will be sought have not yet been determined as 

their timing and scope have not been confirmed.81 

76. For each of the five projects, FBC has provided an explanation as to why they are 

needed over the planning horizon. Given that FBC is not seeking approval of the 

projects or the related expenditures at this time,82 BCOAPO considers the level of 

detail provided to be adequate. 

                                                           
77

 CEC 24.2.1 
78

 Exhibit B-1, Section 11 
79

 Exhibit B-1, pages 87-88. 
80

 BCUC 21.1.1 
81

 BCUC 58.1 
82

 BCUC 22.1 and 58.2 
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All of which is respectfully submitted. 
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